
Everyone Deserves a Custom Kitchen

CRYSTAL CABINET WORKS



The island features the Somerset door style finished in custom 
paint with glaze and distressing on maple. The rest of the kitchen 
uses the Winthrop door style finished in a another custom paint; 
and with a custom stain on ash. 

Designed by: Jackie Akers
Photography by: Cardinal Construction



We know that when you start the process for a new kitchen or bath your first concerns are…. Will I get 
the right design and look that I want? Can I get it at a fair price?

With Crystal Cabinets Keyline and Encore product series, our approach is to make sure there are no 
limitations on how much the products can be custom manufactured to meet your needs. You can 
decide how much you want to customize the cabinets and how much you want to spend. Other com-
panies put a limit on the amount of modifications that can be made, or charge an excessive amount 
in an attempt to provide what you need. Customizing is the ability to make your cabinets a special size 
or configuration so the final design and fit is exactly what you want.

So when we say everyone deserves a custom kitchen we mean it.

Custom Personalized Style

for        HomeYour

Kitchen below:
Fusion door style in White Acrylic. 

Designed by: Leslie Meyer
Photography by: Gilbertson Photography

Bathroom below:
The vanity features the Hampstead door 
style finished in Blackstone on Lyptus. The 
tall cabinet is finished in Frosty White on 
the French Villa Square and a custom mul-
lion door styles.

Designed by: Sue Shinneman, CKD and 
Katie Ott, AKBD
Photography by: Matt Kocoureck
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We       Unique.are
Our approach to crafting custom cabinetry is unparalleled in the industry. Crystal has been 
family-owned and operated since 1947. We build every cabinet order one at a time to your 
exact design requirements. It may not seem like a big deal, but we are not aware of any 
other company that does it quite like us. 



Crystal is a full custom cabinet manufacturer with capability to produce many different styles, 
from Contemporary to Old World, French, English and American Classics. We manufacture every 
kitchen one at a time just for you. 

If we do not have the style or finish you are looking for, we have a special program to custom 
manufacture a new creation that matches your vision for a door style, cabinet or finish. 

be  Other companies claim to     Custom.

Featuring the French Villa Square inset door style finished in  
Designer White on PGM. Bead board accent is finished in Cape 
Cod on premium alder. 

Designed by: Olivia Chapman, CKD
Photography by: Terry Goss Photography



Many studies have shown that the best return on investment is improving in the quality of your kitch-
en or bath. All of our fine cabinetry is made in the U.S.A and backed with a limited lifetime warranty. 

We want to exceed your expectations, and we consider the measure of quality by the level of your 
satisfaction. 

Quality   an Investment.is

Featuring the Regent door style finished in Breezewood on rustic cherry. 
Counter wall cabinets are accented with leaded glass doors.

Designed by: Insidesign
Photography by: Greg Willett
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Difference.theDetails Make      

There are three different types of cabinet box construction in the kitchen and bath industry 
and Crystal offers all of them. There are no real advantages in choosing one over the others. 
It can be a personal preference, or a specific box type may fit the style of your home better.  

CRYSTAL’S KEYLINE SERIES
Face framed box construction is made with a 3/4" solid wood frame attached to the face of 
the cabinet. Typically cabinet doors overlay the frame. 
 
Inset box construction is made with a 3/4" solid wood frame attached to the face of the 
cabinet. Cabinet doors mount inside the frame flush to the box frame.

CRYSTAL’S ENCORE SERIES
Frameless box construction is sometimes referred to as Full Access or European. There is 
no face frame and box is constructed with 3/4" sides, top and bottom, and matching edge 
banding. 

When it comes to materials used to construct Keyline and Encore cabinets, Crystal uses the 
finest materials available:

 • All plywood sides, top, bottom and back.
 • 3/4" solid wood, dovetailed drawers.
 • Drawer guides are concealed, full extension with soft close feature.
 • Hinges are self-closing with soft close feature.

If all this seems a bit confusing, it is a good idea to visit your local showroom and see for 
yourself the differences.
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CRYSTAL CABINET WORKS, INC.
1100 CRYSTAL DRIVE • PRINCETON, MN 55371

www.crystalcabinets.com

Visiting a showroom is the only way to examine the richness of 
our finish, truly experience the smooth operation of the doors and 
drawers, and explore design options. While there, request Crystal’s 
Idea Portfolio to see more styles and options...and discover for 
yourself why everyone deserves a custom kitchen.

Find an independent Crystal dealer at:   

Where do I go from here?

Cover kitchen:
Inset cabinetry featuring a custom door 
style finished in Designer White on PGM. 
The hutch features the French Villa Square 
door style finished in a custom paint with 
Pewter Highlight on maple. The island is 
Signature Natural with Black Highlight on 
walnut.

Designed by: V6B design group
Photography by: V6B design group
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